Round Table Discussion: Current state of neurodegenerative mechanisms: from a clinic to
a treatment
01.12.2021, 17.00 Msk / 15.00 CET / 13.00 GT
Moderators: Prof. Tatyana Strekalova (Sechenov University, Maastricht University), Assistant
Professor Vyacheslav Dyachuk (Almazov Centre, Karolinska University).
Experts: Prof. Daniel Anthony (Sechenov University, Oxford University), Prof. Raymond
Cespuglio (Sechenov University, C.Bernard University, Neuroscience Center, Lyon), Dr. Careen
A. Schröter (Anadal Medical Center of Maastricht), Dr. Johannes de Munter (Neuroplast, Geleen,
the Netherlands), Prof. Boris Kramer (Maastricht University), Prof. Alexei Deykin (Belgorod
University, Russian Federation), Prof. Sergey Lyiubchik, NOVA Lisbon University, Prof. Ilya
Bezprozvanny, Southwest Texas Medical Center, Dallas (USA) and Peter the Great St. Petersburg
Polytechnic University (Russia), Associate Professor Stanislav Yanishevsky, Almazov Centre
(Russia)
The Brainstorming Session is 90 minutes long: after an introduction of 5 minutes, each of the
experts has 5-10 minutes to address the questions of the moderator or other experts. The
brainstorming time between experts and audience will be encouraged.
Neurodegenerative disorders remain a growing medical, social and economic burden of the modern society. While
they are owed to a variety of causal factors, from genetic dysfunction, to aging and unknown processes, they are
common in difficulty to treat. Such broadly spread disorders, as Alzheimer’s Disease, Parkinson disease, multiple
sclerosis and others represent unmet need in better understanding of their the etiology, diagnostics, prevention
understanding. One obvious central dilemma in this research is the discrepancy between the enormous, excellent basic
and clinical research efforts and the low therapy outcome. E.g. Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) has been known for over
100 years. Despite being investigated intensively, the exact cause of this brain disease of the elderly remains unknown
and there still is no cure in sight. In fact, since the approval of memantine in 2002, no additional FDA approved AD
drug has been introduced. The ultimate basis for an effective disease-modifying therapy is the full understanding of
the cause and pathogenesis of a disease. Although different hypotheses on the pathogenesis of neurodevelopmental
conditions have evolved over the years, so far, none of them could serve as a solid base for the development of an
effective therapy that cures the disease or (at least) stops disease progression.
Yet, given the immense need for an effective therapy, pressing questions have emerged that need to be addressed in a
context of neurodegeneration as a growing medicinal problem in the society:
1.Given that available therapeutic measures are currently palliative, preventive approaches are often ineffective while
disease-modifying therapies are hardly available, what direction in the therapy of neurodegenerative disorders can be
more promising? Should we put more effort into developing innovative preventive approaches? How can clinical
observations help us to find such novel modes of prevention? (CA)
2.Since various forms of neurodegeneration involve secondary accompanying mechanisms, such as
neuroinflammation, abnormal accumulation or deteriorated clearance of toxic proteins, and reduced anti-oxidative
defenses, demyelination, central insulin receptor resistance, leaking blood brain barrier, would these mechanisms be
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regarded as potentially targetable while developing new therapies of neurodegenerative disorders? (DA, BK, JdeM,
SL)
3. Are there any new specific targets on the horizon for the development of therapeutic disease-modifiers and how to
expand the list of these targets and potentially, strategies? Can animal models help? (RC, AD, DA)
4. Does gene therapy hold a promise to provide effective disease-modifying treatment? (AD)
5.In a view of expanding knowledge of body–brain interactions, can we view these mechanisms as the origin of
neurodegeneration and can we target them therapeutically? (DA, CA)
6. How to effectively apply precision and personalized medicine approaches for a better subtyping patients? Is it worth
to invest in this direction while treating the patients with neurodegeneration?

Prof. Tatyana Strekalova

Professor Tatyana Strekalova is an expert in pre-clinical models of
neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric disorders and symptoms, including
ALS, major depression, PTSD, anxiety, excessive aggression and others. She
runs a variety of animal paradigms using a broad range of manipulations, from
chronic stress to dietary interventions and genetic mutations, and seeks to
identify effective pharmacological tools that can be exploited for the treatment
the most common neuropsychiatric disorders and symptoms in humans.
As a neuroscientist with a background of a physician that she obtain in the
Sechenov First State Medical University, she developed conceptually advanced
mouse paradigms of the most spread psychiatric disorders focusing on interindividual differences displayed by animals in these paradigms. This refined
approach enabled to identify new neurobiological correlates and targets of
important CNS diseases and improve standards of animal modelling in the field.
Apart from that, Prof. Strekalova actively promotes education of young
researchers and students on all levels and helps to build international
collaborations that would support both research and educational work she does.

Professor Daniel C. Anthony leads the laboratory of Experimental Neuropathology
in the Department of Pharmacology, Oxford University. The focus of the work of his
laboratory is to identify how astrocytes and microglia contribute to the outcome of
diseases within the brain and spinal cord, during various conditions, including brain
and spinal cord injury, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, stress-related
disorders. In recent years, his team has become increasingly interested in how
extrinsic factors influence the outcome of neurological and psychiatric disease.
Inflammatory lesions in the brain they activate a systemic immune response, which is
dependent on the release of extracellular vesicles from the brain into the circulation.
The groups of Prof. Anthony is particularly interested in the role played by circulating
extracellular vesicles in the pathogenesis of CNS disease and the way in which they
impact on behavior and disease progression.

Prof. Daniel C. Anthony

Professor Anthony is also a Fellow of Somerville College and holds an honorary
Professorial position at the University of Southern Denmark. Professor Anthony has
generated over 200 publications on the neurobiology of inflammation that have been
generated with the help of long-established connections in Oxford and elsewhere,
including New University of Lisbon and Sechenov First Moscow Medical State
University.
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Prof. Raymond Cespuglio
Professor Raymond Cespuglio is a Director of Research INSERM, 1st class, at his
emeritus position at the Neuroscience Center of Lyon (CRNL) Claude Bernard
University of Lyon. Recently he has joint the Laboratory of Psychiatric Neurobiology,
Sechenov First Moscow State Medical University. He was the first successor (19982003) of Professor Michel Jouvet, the discoverer of paradoxical sleep state (REM
sleep) and led sleep research in this laboratory for over 30 years. From 2014 to 2017,
he taught the human anatomy to students in China (Guangzhou University).
Professor R. Cespuglio has made tremendous contribution in understanding of sleep
mechanisms, over decades studying its physiology, biochemistry and associated
metabolic processes. Professor R. Cespuglio is the author of about 300 publications
(H index 47) and contributed to large number of PhD projects, education and research
projects of young researchers, organization of scientific meetings at local and
international level, publication of books. Over the years, his group took part in
numerous collaborations that culminated to excellent publications. These studies
greatly contributed to the elucidating the role of sleep during aging, stress,
administration of antidepressants, infection and inflammation.

Dr. Careen A. Schröter

Dr. Careen A Schröter is a leading practitioner formerly affiliated
with one of the most advanced Clinic in Cologne, Germany. She leads
impressive clinical studies on novel treatment and prevention methods
in the Netherlands and in Germany. Dr. Schröter applies novel methods
of diagnostic and prevention in her broad clinical practice that covers
neurological diseases. She is expert in environmental medicine and
clinical studies of the role of low degree inflammation, infection,
exposure to toxins, including metals, in the etiology of
neurodegenerative disorders and other conditions.
Dr. Schröter is author of numerous publications; thanks to her 30-year
clinical experience, she can effectively combine both pre-clinical and
clinical methods in her research. She also contributes to the ongoing
research and educational activities of young Phd students and
researchers in her work environment.
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Dr. Johannes de Munter
Dr. Johannes de Munter - is a clinician resarcher in the field of stem cell
therapy of neurological pathologies such as spinal trauma, aging related and
genetically determined neuropathologies. Dr de Munter is the einventor of a
new fast technique of stem cell preparation and of significant instrumental
optimization of this process. His substantial contribution to pre-clinical and
fundamental studies of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and frontotemporal
dementia, as well as in the models of spinal injury in rats have prompted a
series of important projects. Among them is the ongling Europen porject
focusing on new photochemical compounds from Portuguese universities for
the treatemnt of neurological pathologies. Dr. de Munter is also a head of a
company that persuing this work.
Recent studies of Dr. De Munter and his colleagues have greatly help to
uncover the molecular and cellular mechanisms of beneficial effects of stem
cell therapy during neurological disorders. His studies showed an antiinflammatory and anti-oxidative stress effects in mouse models of
genetically determined ALS syndrome in mice. Now these data along with
other pre-clinical results are successfully applied in the ongoing clinical
studies with stem cell preparations.

Prof. Aleksey Deykin
Professor Alexey Deykin is a head of the Center for Genetic Technologies
at Belgorod State National Research University. He is an expert in the
development of genetic models of human diseases with a particular focus on
neurological disorders and neurodegeneration. Together with his co-workers
Prof. Deykin has generated new mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), mimicking human FUS protein aggregation, a model of Lesch–Nyhan
syndrome (recapitulating the point personalized mutation of the HPRT1
gene), the model of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (by a deletion of more
than 450000 bp in the dystrophin gene). Besides, Prof. Deykin’ lab has
established mouse lines with induced expression of various genes: IL6 (that
is proposed as a model of chronic inflammation), with the over-expression of
POLGmut (modeling a depletion of mitochondrial DNA) and with increased
expression of ACE2 (to model high sensitivity to coronavirus infection).
Another area of Prof. Deykin's research encompasses the methods of gene
therapy. Based on the above-listed genetic models, new AAV-based drug for
the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy was developed in the labs of
Prof. Deykin; it has been already tested in a clinic. Currently, the studies
developing new genetic therapy for r the treatment of Myoshi myopathy are
underway. He plans to expand the work on genetic therapy to
neurodegenerative diseases in the near future. These studies will fall in within
a framework of the establishing of the full-cycle gene therapy clinic in
Belgorod that is planned to be completed by 2030. The clinic will offer
modern diagnostics methods as well as new gene therapy of various diseases.
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Prof. Boris Kramer
Professor Boris Kramer, MD, PhD, is the Director of Pediatric Research at the
University of Maastricht, Medical Center of Maastricht, the Netherlands. Thanks to
his extensive clinical training and truly innovative research in a field of neuroimmunology he has made a significant contributions to basic and clinical research on
neuro-regeneration. This remarkable contribution to the field was gratefully
acknowledged in the area of his work. Prof. Kramer was awarded with numerous
prizes and awards for his scientific achievements.
Currently, Prof. Kramer runs a broad scale of clinical and pre-clinical projects in an
international context and network, he is a supervisor of young researchers and PhD
students and involved in EURON PhD exchange program for foreign students from
various countries. Up to now, he has initiated and carried through 34 PhD student
projects.

Prof. Sergiy Lyubchyk

Professor Sergiy Lyubchyk is affiliated with REQUIMTE - Associated Laboratory of Green
Chemistry, the Universidade Nova de Lisboa Campus da Caparica, Portugal. He is a principle
coordinator of recently awarded research program (2021-2025) H2020-MSCA-RISE-2020,
Innovative water-soluble phytomaterial inhibitors for Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases
prevention (PhytoAPP). His research interest concern but not limited by green chemistry, materials
Science: Advanced Nanomaterials Development, Design and Application. In particular, his
laboratory studies Phytochemicals based Nanomaterials enhanced composites for Bio-Medical
application, nanomaterials for Environmental Engineering, novel Fullerene-based nanocomposites
design and synthesis. Composites with Phytochemicals, nanoporous and Nanostructured Materials
for Medical Applications.
Prof. Lyubchyk is a coordinator and leading Researcher of several multi-disciplinary international
research projects: Project NATO SPS Science for Peace and Security Programme Multi-Year
Project MYP G5683 NC-ARS (2020-2023), Novel Composites Based on Cerium Oxide
Nanoparticles and Carbon Enterosorbents for Acute Radiation Sickness Therapy (20192023)H2020-MSCA-RISE-2020-871284 “SSHARE” -Self-sufficient "humidity to electricity"
innovative radiant adsorption system toward net zero energy buildings (2017-2021), 2020- MSCARISE2016-7
34641NANOMED
Project
H2020MSCARISE2015690968NANOGUARD2AR
“NANOGUARD2AR” – Nanomaterials-Based Innovative Engineering Solution to Ensure
Sustainable Safeguard to Indoor Air (2016-2020).

also a principle research consultant in the Neuroplast laboratories. Thanks to his extensive training
and truly innovative research in a field of neuroimmunology he has made a significant contibution
to basic and clinical. This remarkable contribution to the field was gratefully acknowledged in the
area of his work. Prof. Kramer was awarded with numerious prizes for his scientific achievements.
Currently, Prof. Kramer runs a broad scle of clinical and pre-cliical projects on international
context, he is a supervasor of young researchers and PhD students and involved in EURON PhD
exchange program for foreign students from various countries. Up to now, he has initiated and
carried through 19 PhD projects.
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Prof. Yanishevsky Stanislav Nikolaevich
Yanishevsky Stanislav Nikolaevich,

MD, is Associate Professor,
Head of the laboratory of Neurology and
Neurorehabilitation of the Polenov Neurosurgical
Institute, branch of the Almazov Centre, Professor of the
Department of Neurology and Psychiatry of the V.A.
Almazov Centre, chief of the Technologies for predicting
the risk of cardiovascular Complications laboratory of the
World-Class Scientific Center.
Research Topic Neurodegeneration of Prof. Yanishevsky
is type 2 diabetes mellitus
.

Prof. Ilya Borisovich Bezprozvanny

is affiliated with
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at
Dallas (USA) and Peter the Great St. Petersburg
Polytechnic University (Russia). Research interests molecular neurobiology, Neurodegenerative diseases,
Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease, ataxia,
calcium signaling, preclinical research.
Professor

Ilya

Borisovich

Bezprozvanny

Research Topic of Prof. Bezprozvanny concerns modern
approaches to the treatment of Alzheimer's disease
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Prof. Vyacheslav Dyachuk
Prof. Dyachuk is a Head of

the Laboratory of Neurogenesis and
Neurodegenerative Diseases of the world-class scientific
center of the Almazov Center (Russia) and Assistant
Professor of Neuroscience Department of Karolinska
University (Sweden). He is also a head of the Center for
biomodeling pathological processes. Research interests neural crest cells, Schwann cells and their involvement in
early neurogenesis, molecular pathways and signals of
neurotrauma, glial involvement in neurodegeneration.
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